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(Answer any TWO questions from each module; each carries 10 marks)

MODULE I

1. Compare state oriented models with the activity oriented models for description of control systems in embedded systems.

2. a. Discuss on the heterogeneous models to represent data, activity and control modelling.
   b. Compare Statecharts programming constructs with SpecCharts.

3. Discuss on the specification languages used for embedded system design.

MODULE II

4. Explain group migration and hierarchical clustering in partitioning.

5. What is structural and functional partitioning? Describe the difference between hill climbing and greedy algorithms.

6. Discuss on the partitioning issues in system specification of embedded design.

MODULE III

7. What is fidelity of estimation? Explain the probability based flow analysis for execution time estimation.

8. What are the different quality metrics commonly used to characterize an embedded design? Elaborate on clock cycle estimation metrics.

9. Explain the hardware and software estimation models for an embedded design.